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Summary: Georgia Tech’s Design Intelligence Laboratory and NSF’s NaConal AI InsCtute for 
Adult Learning and Online EducaCon have developed a new version of the virtual teaching 
assistant named Jill Watson that uses OpenAI’s ChatGPT, performs beNer that OpenAI’s 
Assistant service, enhances teaching and social presence, and correlates with improvement in 
student grades. Insofar as we know, this is the first Cme a Chatbot has been shown to improve 
teaching presence in online educaCon for adult learners. 
 
History: The iniCal version of Jill Watson in 2016 used IBM’s Watson plaUorm and answered 
students’ quesCons on online discussions forums (such as Piazza) based on class syllabi (Goel & 
Polepeddi 2018). The iniCal Jill answered new quesCons based on a digital library of previously 
asked quesCons and answers given by human teaching assistants. Chronicle of Higher EducaCon 
called it world’s first virtual teaching assistant. Wall Street Journal, New York Times, Washington 
Post, and Wired published stories on it. 
 
However, Jill of that Cme was biased because of the data on which it was trained was skewed 
depending on student demographics in previous classes (Eicher, Polepeddi & Goel 2018). An 
intermediate version of Jill Watson in 2019 switched to Google’s BERT as the plaUorm because it 
was available as open-source soaware and thus could be tuned for Jill. This version of Jill 
answered quesCons based natural language documents. It operated on online discussion 
forums (such as EdStem) as well as directly on learning management systems (such as Canvas). 
It was also embedded in interacCve learning environments where it answered quesCons based 
on user guides (Goel et al. 2024). Given the more recent rise of GeneraCve AI, and especially 
OpenAI’s release of ChatGPT, a new version of Jill Watson uses ChatGPT as the backend and 
answers students’ quesCons and engages in extended conversaCons based on the courseware 
such as class websites, class syllabi and schedule, textbooks and user guides, video transcripts 
and presentaCon slides (Kakar et al. 2024; Taneja et al. 2024).  
 
Theory: The Community of Inquiry (CoI) is a conceptual framework for understanding adult 
learning and online educaCon (Garrison, Anderson, and Archer 1999; 2001). It idenCfies three 
disCnct but related elements of a successful educaConal experience. Teaching presence is the 
design and facilitaCon of educaConal experiences by the instructor, which includes planning 
learning acCviCes, communicaCng requirements, and guiding discussions. Social presence is the 
ability of learners to establish and maintain a sense of connectedness with one another and the 
instructor; and cogniCve presence is the ability of learners to construct meaning through 
reflecCon, discourse, and the applicaCon of concepts to real-world situaCons. Cogni9ve 
presence is a key component of criCcal thinking, oaen taken to be the goal of higher educaCon, 
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and therefore the most fundamental of the three presences. Social presence supports cogniCve 
presence in the sense that a student’s engagement with their community of inquiry promotes 
criCcal thinking. Teaching presence supports both social and cogniCve presence via the design 
and facilitaCon of a successful learning experience. The goal of the Jill Watson project is to 
(virtually) enhance teaching presence. CoI disCnguishes between two kinds of teaching 
presence: Direct InstrucCon, and FacilitaCon and Design & OrganizaCon. 
 
Technology: Figure 1 illustrates the run-Cme architecture of Jill Watson. There are three main 
components: knowledge base, agent memory, and quesCon-answering pipeline. Knowledge 
Base The knowledge base (KB) is generated by pre-processing the verified courseware (class 
website, syllabus and schedule, textbooks and user guides, video transcripts and presentaCon 
slides) in PDF format (not shown in Figure 1). The agent memory is a MongoDB database that 
stores informaCon about all the interacCons between the agent and users, serving as a source 
for quesCon history to ensure conversaConality. 
 

 
 
Figure 1: The run-Cme architecture of Jill Watson consists of coreference resoluCon for 
conCnuity in dialog, skill classificaCon for relevant document selecCon, quesCon-answering 
pipeline for generaCng an appropriate prompt for ChatGPT to respond to student query, and 
moderaCon to prevent harmful content generaCon. This assumes pre-processing of courseware. 
Note the role of GeneraCve AI in the form of ChatGPT. (Figure 1 is adapted from Kakar et al. 
2024). 
 
Given a student’s query, Jill uses co-reference resoluCon to enrich ambiguous queries with 
enCCes such as nouns or noun phrases sourced from the conversaCon history. It then uses skill 
classificaCon to select the relevant document from the KB that can be used to answer the query. 
Queries that are based on the configured KB are forwarded to the Contextual Answering Skill, 
out-of-domain quesCons are forwarded to the Irrelevant Skill, and salutaCons are answered by 
the GreeCngs Skill. Each skill is associated with a different response generaCon technique. Jill 



uses the context-aware response generaCon technique for quesCons idenCfied as in-domain. To 
ensure conversaConality, Jill extract’s the conversaCon history for the current user from the 
MongoDB memory. To ensure that the responses are generated solely based on informaCon 
sourced from verified courseware, Jill passes specific contexts to ChatGPT (and declines to 
respond if the informaCon is insufficient). Jill confirms the consistency of the generated 
response with the context through textual entailment. The validated response is then returned 
to the student. 
 
Experiments: In Fall 2023, we deployed Jill Watson in both a Georgia Tech Online Master of 
Science on Computer Science (OMSCS) class in AI consisCng of more than 600 hundred students 
and a basic English class at Wiregrass College that is part of the Technical College System of 
Georgia (TCSG). Further, in the OMSCS class on AI we conducted an A/B experiment, randomly 
dividing the class into secCons one of which had access to Jill Watson while the other did not 
(though it too has access to ChatGPT). We are in the middle of conducCng similar experiments 
in five classes in Spring 2024, including a Georgia Tech class on IntroducCon to Programming. 
 
For Fall 2023, we collected data from Jill Watson about all student conversaCons with the AI 
agent. We also conducted several student surveys throughout the term, including the well-
established Community of Inquiry survey for measuring teaching, social, and cogniCve 
presence. In addiCon, we obtained data about student performance from the learning 
management system and student demographics from the registrar (all in accordance with an 
established IRB protocol). We used mixed methods to analyze all this data. 
 
 
Table 1: Accuracy of Jill Watson’s answers to mul=ple synthe=c datasets prior to deployment. 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
We also found that Jill Watson performs much beNer than OpenAI’s Assistant service for 
building AI assistants as indicated in Table 2 (Taneja et al. 2024). Jill Watson’s answers “passed”  
 
Results: First, as Table 1 indicates, the accuracy of Jill Watson’s answers on mulCple syntheCc 
datasets we use for tesCng prior to deployment ranged from about 75% to about 97% for both 
the OMSCS class in AI and the TCSG class in English (Kakar et al 2024). The variaCon in accuracy 
seems to depend on the source of the answers: for sources such as syllabi, Jill gets about 75-
80% quesCons right, while for textbooks it typically gets more than 90% accurate. Note that for 
class on IntroducCon on Programming (shown in the center of the figure), Jill gets about 95% of 
the test quesCons based on the textbook right.  
 
Second, as Table 2 illustrates Jill Watson performs beNer than Open-AI’s Assistant on a syntheCc 
data: While Open-AI’s Assistant answered only about 30% of the quesCons correctly, Jill Watson 
more than 75% of the quesCons correctly as judged by a human evaluator. QuesCons on which 
Jill’s answers failed to pass the judgement of human evaluators, OpenAI Assistant’s performance 
was substanCally worse. 
 
Table 2: Comparison of Jill Watson using ChatGPT and Open-AI Assistant. 
 

Method Pass Failures:  
Harmful 

Failures: 
Confusing 

Failures: Retrieval 

JW-GPT 78.7% 2.7% 54.0% 43.2% 

OpenAI-Assistant 30.7% 14.4% 69.2% 68.3% 

 
 
Table 3: Differences between cogni=ve presence (CP), social presence (SP), teaching presence 
– facilita=on and direct instruc=on (TP-FDI), and teaching presence – design and organiza=on 
(TP-DO) between the treatment group with access to Jill Watson and the control group 
without. 
 

 
 



 
Third, from the A/B experiment in the OMSCS class on AI we found that Jill Watson helps 
enhance teaching presence in the form of design and organizaCon of the instrucCon and 
learning in the class as well as social presence (Lindgren et al. 2024). This illustrated in Tables 3 
and 4. However, we did not find staCsCcally meaningful impact of Jill Watson on teaching 
presence in the form of direct instrucCon or facilitaCon, or on cogniCve presence. (These are 
topics for our plans for the near future). 
 
Table 4: The p-values for the four parameters cogniCve presence (CP), social presence (SP), 
teaching presence – facilitaCon and direct instrucCon (TP-FDI), and teaching presence – design 
and organizaCon (TP-DO). 
 

 
 
Finally, from the A/B experiment we found a correlaCon between access to Jill and student 
performance in the class (Kakar et al. 2024). We found that the students in the secCon with 
access to Jill has more A grades than the secCon without access to it (about 66% to 62%) and 
fewer C grades (about 3% to 7%). Tables 5a and 5b illustrate this. The differences in the student 
grades are large enough to be intriguing but small enough to be cauCous. 
 
Table 5: Differences between student grades in the sec=on that had access to Jill Watson 
(blue) and that did not (red). (The A grades start from 0% of the class but are shown here as 
star=ng from 60% to highlight the difference in numbers of A’s between the two sec=ons.)  
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Plans: First, we want to replicate the above results in several classes, especially in introductory 
compuCng classes in colleges (including advancement placement in high schools, and technical 
and community colleges). Second, we want to invesCgate if Jill Watson can help enhance 
cogniCve presence, especially criCcal thinking and deeper understanding of the subject maNer.   
Above we noted that we did not observe staCsCcally meaningful impact of Jill on cogniCve 
presence. However, we did noCce that some students in the OMSCS class thought that Jill 
helped them with criCcal thinking and deeper understanding. Here is a direct quote from a 
student: “The Jill Watson upgrade is a leap forward. With persistent prompCng I managed to 
coax it from explicit knowledge to tacit knowledge. That’s a different league right there, moving 
beyond merely gossip (saying what it has been told) to giving a thought-through answer aaer 
analysis. I didn’t take it through a comprehensive baNery of tests to probe the limits of its 
capability, but it’s definitely promising. Kudos to the team.” This and similar preliminary, 
qualitaCve, anecdotal evidence encourages us to explore improvements to Jill so that it might 
help enhance students’ cogniCve presence. Third, we want to examine the impact of Jill Watson 
on teaching. We expect that Jill not only offers a conversaConal courseware to students anyCme 
anyplace, but it also helps the teaching team by offloading rouCne quesCon answering to Jill. 
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